
Teaching Talented
Writers With
Web 2.0 Tools

Yoath with writing talent display dis-

tinguishing characteristics and those

characteristics can be supported and

enhanced using Web 2.0 tools. Online

writing communities can help students

with writing talent connect with other

avid writers and can offer motivational

challenges such as contests and publi-

cation opportunities. Resources are

available for writers of varying ages

and interests; features include moderat-

ed discussions and commenting, online

and hard-copy publication options,

peer models, multimedia integration,

as well as collaboration.

Although many students struggle with
writing, an often more challenging
issue for teachers is how to deal with
students who have exceptional writing
talent. This population of students
may exhibit skills that are often over-
looked by simply focusing on grade-
level standardized assessments. Yet
teachers have noted that some stu-
dents are writing 50,000-word novels,
specializing in composing sermons or
scientific papers, writing creatively but
off-topic, or demonstrating advanced
skills such as extended metaphor,
sometimes even in their spare time or
at the elementary level (Noel &
Edmunds, 2006; Olthouse, 2012b;
Piirto, 1992). Just as a struggling writer
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deserves support to master this impor-
tant life skill, these students deserve
challenging assignments and construc-
tive feedback to help them develop and
nurture their unique talent for writing.

One way that exceptionally gifted
writers can be challenged in today's
classrooms is through online resources,
which may present students who are
gifted with writing experiences that
align with their level of talent. Accord-
ing to Ng and Nicholas (2007), online
writing communities offer students
who are gifted a chance to explore and
create a supportive peer group, where-
as otherwise they might become disen-
gaged and segregated from the general
classroom curriculum. Participating in
these online writing communities
matches talented writers with other tal-
ented writers based on ability and
interest. Through these two facets, stu-

Jill M. Olthouse

Myriah Tasker Miller

Talented writers have specific char-
acteristics that can be supported and
enhanced with wise use of online writ-
ing tools. Teachers should keep in
mind these characteristics as they
encourage students to move beyond
writing for another "A" to writing to be
heard and make a contribution with
their creative talent.

The first characteristic to look for in
talented writers is they often tend to
seek out intellectual peers with simi-
lar talents (Kohányi, 2005). An intel-
lectual peer is a friend who has similar
interests and intellectual abilities. Just
as adults have friends of varying ages,
these writers can benefit from a peer
mentor who is a few years older (e.g.,
a junior in high school serving as a
writing partner/mentor to a fourth-
grader) . In addition, talented writers
often model their practices after expert

Online writing communities offer students who are gifted

a chance to explore and create a supportive peer group.

dents who are gifted become engaged
and active in their own learning or
writing processes. Online writing net-
works become a curricular differentia-
tion vehicle limiting students only by
their interests and capabilities (Shef-
field, 2007).

authors, and find that they are unique,
but not alone (Olthouse, 2012a). In
addition, students gain intellectual
humility that comes with the realiza-
tion that there are many other talented
young writers; they begin to judge their
writing against those of their peers and



role models rather than against basic
curriculum goals. Challenging these
exceptional writers can he accom-
plished hy giving them the opportunity
to network with other writers via weh
sites targeted towards young writers.

A second characteristic of talented
writers is their intellectual precocity
with language (Piirto, 2002]. As a
teacher, keep in mind talented writers
often have ahove-average reading ahili-
ty, hroad reading interests, and rapid
learning [Piirto, 2002). These students
might he ahle to learn more quickly hy
surfing through various writing weh
sites than hy following a predeter-
mined curriculum sequence (Siegle,
2004). Ideally, as their teacher, try to
find challenging, high-quality literature
online, written hy their peers as well as
hy published authors. Nurturing this
type of students' interest and at the
same time challenging them to grow
should he the primary goal for the
material heing sought to support their
writing.

Talented young writers also are
intrinsically motivated (Edmunds &
Noel, 2003; Garrett & Moltzen, 2011;
Olthouse, 2012a). In interview studies,
hoth published authors and young
writers have discussed struggles in
school with teachers who value gram-
mar and spelling more than imagina-
tion (Freeman, 1979; Olthouse 2012h).
Young writers want the freedom to try
out new formats rather than he restrict-
ed to specific structures or formulas
(Olthouse, 2012h). In online writing
communities, they can join interest
groups that focus on a specific genre or
style. They can also tackle larger proj-
ects, such as creating a novel, writing a
movie script, or writing a column in
the school or community paper—all
skills that take considerable intrinsic
motivation. Online writing communi-
ties also allow talented writers to prac-
tice other personality attrihutes critical
to success as a writer. Autobiographical
examinations of prominent authors
have found that writing requires
resiliency, perseverance, and self-pro-
motion (Piirto, 1992). Students can
develop these skills hy entering online
writing contests, publishing ehooks.
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and promoting those ebooks using
social media.

A fourth and a newly emerging
characteristic teachers should be look-
ing for in talented young writers in the
digital age is that they write in new
and varied formats. In the past, writ-
ing in school was paper-and-pencil
based, and the final draft was usually
read by a limited audience (i.e., the
teacher). In a nationally representative
survey of 935 teens, researchers found
that 93 % of all teens use the Internet;
of those online teens, 64% engaged in
some form of content creation as well
as blogging (Lenhart, Madden,
Macgill, & Smith, 2007). Students'
writing experiences should reflect a
realistic representation of the current
literacy world. Literacy is no longer
simply about comprehension and writ-
ing (Shoffner, de Oliveira, & Angus,
2010). Redefined, literacy is multi-
modal; the skill set of the student
includes various formal and informal
expressions and communications,
whether spoken, gestured, written, or
graphic (Katsarou, 2009). Internet
tools allow students to create profes-
sional products such as blogs, e-books,
and web sites that use images and
sound as well as text. Literacy in the
digital age is also more social; Writing
for a global audience differs from
paper/pencil writing in a classroom for
talented students because in the online
environment, writing becomes an
open forum where the original work is
just the platform from which many
dialogues emerge (Williams, 2008).

So, what does a teacher do with all
of these characteristics and emerging
traits of a talented young writer? Why
not consider getting the student
involved in an online community of
practice? Many online networks fit the
characteristics of what literacy theo-
rists call communities of practice
(Lave, 1996): a physical or virtual
space where people who are joined by
a common interest come together. In a
community of practice, newcomers
and experts participate in the same
type of tasks, and newcomers learn
skills through practicing, collaborating,
and modeling rather than only through
explicit teaching (Cee, 2000; Haneda,

2006; Johnson, 2001). In an online
writing community such as Figment,
com, new writers voluntarily partici-
pate in activities similar to those of
published authors (i.e., writing, cri-
tiquing, revising, publishing, promo-
tion) ; they can interact with published
authors by submitting questions and
entering contests. Although these
young writers may not yet have agents
or book contracts, they begin to think
of themselves as members of the larger
Young Adult (YA) Fiction community.
For these reasons, using online writing
communities with talented writers in
the classroom is compatible with con-
temporary understandings of literacy
education and gifted education.

children who are reading chapter
books may be better challenged by try-
ing to write their own chapter books.

What Student Characteristics
May Render Technology
Inappropriate?

Young writers may have advanced
technical skills but be focused on
childlike themes such as dinosaurs
and unicorns; in this case, their fami-
lies may not want them to be reading
vampire romances on a YA fiction site.
Other students might be capable of
exploring mature, philosophical
themes such as love and death due to
heightened sensitivity. Another exam-
ple of a student characteristic that lim-

Web 2.0 tools ... must be matcbed closely to tbe

cbild—and teacbers can identify tbe appropriate tool by

considering tbe student cbaracteristics and needs.

Choosing and Using
Web 2.0 Tools

Talented writers have unique instruc-
tional needs that do not always corre-
spond to the needs of their same aged
peers. These writers can exhibit a com-
bination of strengths and weaknesses
that span different developmental lev-
els. For example, imagine a third-grade
student who can focus for long stretch-
es of time on writing detailed stories
on the computer, yet becomes quickly
frustrated when trying to use handwrit-
ing. Thus, Web 2.0 tools (see Table 1)
must be matched closely to the child—
and teachers can identify the appropri-
ate tool by considering the student
characteristics and needs.

What Is the Child's Highest
Level of Achievement?

In some cases, the teacher may need to
do a formal or informal assessment to
determine the student's highest capa-
bilities, as these capabilities are not
always revealed in "normal" course-
work. Online writing tools should
allow students to work at or above
their highest level of achievement. For
example, although Storybird.com is a
fun web site for creating picture books.

its technology use is that some stu-
dents get so distracted by formatting
options such as fonts and colors that
they lose sight of their goal, and may
need a more "bare bones" online writ-
ing platform.

Hov/ Much Money Can Be
Devoted to the Web 2.0 Tool?

Many online tools are provided free of
charge. Others have "premium fea-
tures" (e.g., publishing hard-copy
books) or teacher controls that can be
accessed for about the cost of one text-
book. Some sites can be used as class
fundraisers, as parents purchase copies
of their children's books. Others, like
Stanford's Educational Program for
Gifted Youth (EPGY; http;//epgy
.stanford.edu/) and Johns Hopkins'
Center for Talented Youth (CTY;
http://cty.jhu.edu/) are full-featured
online courses designed specifically for
students who are gifted, and can cost
the equivalent of a college course.

Does the Resource Allovvr
Supports for Every Stage of
the Writing Process?

Writing should be more than whipping
out a first draft and then editing it.
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Table 1 . Online Resources for Talented/Gifted Writers

Resourc

Kidblog Eletiientary

Features Sample Assignments

Allows students to post
short entries on current
topics, and read and
comment on their class-
mates' writings. Offers a
"bare bones" platform,
easy login, and allows
teachers to moderate
content—all for free,
with no ads.

Mr. Wills wants to encourage all his students to write on a daily
basis, and especially wants to encourage his best writers, Alicia
and Elisa, to give each other feedback on their writing. He sets up
blog accounts for all of his students, where they post online diary
entries. He partners Alicia and Elisa
together and asks them to post two
questions and two comments on
each others' blogs each week.

Elementary Students create online
collages with a mix of
photos, text, sound, and
video. They can share
their collages and
comment on each
others' work.

Susan is a first-grade student who loves to draw pictures and
make crafts. She is also an excellent storyteller, but is slowed
down by typing and handwriting. Her teacher helps her create
a glog, which contains pictures and maps of her fantasy world,
along with an audio clip of her telling an elaborate story.

Elementary Students create story-
books using preexisting
illustrations. They can
work with a partner to
write their book, can
comment on each
others' books, and can
print final copies.

Kevin is a first-grade student with a fifth-grade reading level,
advanced vocabulary, and is comfortable with computers. His
teacher wants him to practice writing longer, interconnected texts
because his writing seems disjointed. Most of Kevin's classmates
are still learning how to read picture books, and they do not write
full sentences. Kevin and his buddy (a gifted student at another
rural school in the county) work together to write storybooks
online, using the images to provide continuity.

Elementary
and
secondary

Offers writing-intensive
courses, detailed written
feedback, and high level
of analysis

Wayne is a fourth-grade student who likes to read classic war
novels and history books. His parents are frustrated because most
of the fourth-grade curriculum involves reading and comprehend-
ing storybooks, whereas Wayne is capable of analyzing literature
and historical documents. They are willing to pay for Wayne to
take an analytical writing course via CTY. Wayne will be able to
get in-depth feedback about his writing each week from his online
instructor.

Secondary E-mail newsletter that
describes publication
and contest opportuni-
ties for young writers.

Ms. Marquez has been impressed by some of her juniors' writings
this year; she decides to subscribe to writingkid.com, and starts to
use some of the contest opportunities to shape her writing assign-
ments. Later in the year, three of her students proudly announce to
her that they have been awarded scholarship monies as a result of
entering some of the contests.

Secondary This site creates a posi-
tive peer pressure envi-
ronment for writing a
novel. Students can
compete with each
other for numbers of
words written, and can
discuss revising and
editing on the forums.
Teachers can track
writers' progress and
offer encouragement.

At a parent-teacher conference, middle school English teacher Mr.
Wills is surprised to learn that one of his "C" students, Noëlle,
has been writing a novel in her spare time
at home. Mr. Wills notes that most of
Noel's poor grades are on grammar tests.
Mr. Wills decides to give Noëlle some extra
credit for writing and editing the chapters
of her novel. He tracks her progress on
NaNoWriMo.org

continues
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Table 1 . Continuod

Resource

Figment Secondary

figmenl

'éhink
""lnk.com)

Secondary

Self-
publishing

Secondary
(and
teachers)

Wattpad
(Wattpad.com

Phworks ,
(Pbworks.Cv,

Secondary
(and
teachers)

econdary
(and
teachers)

Secondary
(and
teachers)

Features

Offers discussion
groups, contests, news
about recently released
novels, Facebook
updates, and social
rewards (rankings and
"likes") for young
writers.

On Teenink, students
can publish nonfiction,
fiction, and poetry, both
on the web site, and
in a national print
magazine.

Hard-copy and e-book
publicadon opportuni-
ties; books can be sold
all over the world.

Students can write and
read stories on their
iPad, and promote their
wridng on other sites.

Offers collaborative
web page design with
teacher controls.
Teachers can track
individual students'
contributions to the
online documents.

Writers can store multi-
ple PDF academic jour-
nal árdeles online and
annotate these árdeles.
They can save quota-
tions and notes, and
they can easily import
and format citadons.

Sample Assignments

Danielle really sticks out in her class. She always reads the
assigned novels within the first week, whereas other students will
only read the book if the teacher brings in an audio version for
them to follow along. Danielle has realized that it is not cool to
like reading in her middle-school classroom, so she has started to
hide her interest and has stopped doing homework. Danielle's
teacher decides to give her the extra class time that most of the
students spend listening to the audiobooks, and encourage her to
discuss her favorite books on figment.com. Danielle learns that
there are many other students who are as excited about reading
and wridng as she is, and a couple other students in Danielle's
class start finishing their books early so that they can "play on the
computer" as well.

Ceorge writes some of the best book reviews in his class, often
offering analysis of Nobel-prize winning works that no other mid-
dle school students are reading. His teacher is always disappointed
to see Ceorge throw these handwritten book review assignments in
the trash can each month after he glances at his grade. The gifted
education specialist suggests that the teacher require all the stu-
dents to choose one written work each semester to submit to an
online publication such as Teenink. When Ceorge's book review is
accepted on Teenink, he shows much more pride in his accom-
plishment than he did just from getting an A on the assignment.

"This is science class; why do you care about our writing?" com-
plains Mr. Kline's students. Mr. Kline has heard this complaint ever
since he started asking students to write reports about endangered
animals. Mr. Kline decides students would be more interested in
science writing if they have an audience and a market. Mr. Kline's
eighth-grade class decides to write a book for upper elementary
students. They publish their book as an e-book and as a hard-copy
book to sell at the school book fair. They use the money they earn
from sales of the book to go on a field trip to the zoo.

Chris's teacher suggested he post some of his novels on
Figment.com, but he said this web site was too geared towards
"middle-school girls." He wants to see his crime novel compete
with adult authors. He decides to publish his story on
Wattpad.com, where he can write on the go on his iPad.

Mr. See wants to create a class web page so parents can read stu-
dents' works, but he also wants to be able to edit the web page
and give individual students credit for their unique contributions.
Mr. See appoints two of his best writers as editors and allows
them to work together to design the class webzine.

Mrs. Chen is an AP history teacher who knows that, although her
students are good at writing short analyses, they struggle when
they have to write longer papers in college. She shows them how
to download academic articles from Coogle Scholar, organize their
árdeles on Qiqqa.com, organize their notes, and import citations
into Microsoft Word, all for free.

Note. CTY = Center for Talented Youth; EPGY = Educational Program for Gifted Youth; NaNoWdMo = National Novel Writing Month.
Artwork from Kidblog, Storybird, NaNoWriMo, and Figment reproduced with permission.
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Unfortunately, even very talented
young writers sometimes avoid revi-
sion (Olthouse, 2012a), often because
they are reinforced with "A" grades
for their first drafts. Sites such as
Storybird.com, Figment.com, and
NaNoWriMo.org allow for constructive
feedback, revisions, and ultimately,
publishing and sharing the work.

Some writers may work well with
online resources that were designed for
writers older (or younger) than their
actual chronological age. It's helpful to
consider how each resource approach-
es the writing process, as well as the
age they were designed to serve.

Resources:
Elementary-Age Focus

Storybird.com

Do you have any students who are
stronger writers when they create the
story in reverse—compiling the pic-
tures first, then writing the story?
Usirig Storybird, students can create
picture books from preexisting illustra-
tions. The site is user friendly and
there are many different illustrators
from which to choose. Should stu-
dents choose the same pictures (how-
ever unlikely), their writings would be
different because of their individual
interpretations. This site could be
used in the classroom as a creative
writing opportunity. Storybird is a
full-featured site that allows for
commenting, class design, and self-
publishing of both hard copies and
portable data format (PDF) files. Paid
teacher accounts allow educators to
manage classes, assignments, and
moderate comments.

Sample assignment: Students with
writing talent might try exploring a dif-
ficult concept such as point of view in
their storybook. For example, after
reading The True Story of the Three
Little Pigs (Scieszka, 1996), a gifted
writer could write an original story
from the antagonist's viewpoint.

Kidblog.org

Have any students who like to blog?
Kidblog was created by teachers as a
student-safe, teacher-controlled blog-
ging platform. Blogs (originally web
logs) are short, online journal entries
that generally deal with current topics.
Kidblog is unique in that teachers con-
trol who can view student entries.
Kidblog also minimizes formatting
options, which helps to keep students
focused on the writing. It is appropri-
ate for elementary or middle school
students.

Sample assignment: Students blog
about current events, literature they are
reading, or can even become the char-
acters of a story and blog as the char-
acter. Students who are gifted might
focus their blog entries on abstract
themes such as freedom, prejudice, or
creativity.

GIogster.com

How about a student who likes to cre-
ate a more multidimensional writing
product? Often talented writers like to
vary their assignments from the gener-
al requirements of "just writing," and
Glogster is an great tool for this type of
student. Glogster is a social network
for creating and sharing interactive
posters appropriate for students of all
ages. On Glogster students can create
informative, persuasive, or creative
posters choosing from a wide variety of
pictures, texts, music, and videos. This
web site offers freedom of choice and
expression as well as the opportunity
for a student's work or message to be
as simplistic or complex as needed or
desired. Because glogs (graphic blogs)
are typically full of pictures, symbols,
and videos, teachers who want to

focus on writing might need to include
a minimum word count as part of the
assignment.

Sample assignment: Rather than cre-
ating a trifold board to report on a sci-
ence project, students create a glog.

Center for Talented Youth and
Education Program for Gifted
Youth (ÇTY and EPGY)

A common challenge for teachers is
how to provide a well developed and
ability-appropriate curriculum for their
talented writers. John's Hopkins Genter
for Talented Youth (GTY) and Stan-
ford's Education Program for Gifted
Youth (EPGY) provide just that: dis-
tance-learning courses for students
with qualifying scores. Their web-
based writing courses are offered to
students in Grades 2-12, and sessions
are either self-paced or flexi-paced. The
best feature of this resource is that the
student has an online professor who
prepares the lessons and evaluates the
student's writings. This course could
be used in the classroom as a supple-
mental feature or the core curriculum.
The drawbacks for the writing courses
are the student must have a qualifying
verbal score and the courses range
from $500 to $900 (GTY offers scholar-
ships, and both GTY and EPGY have
financial aid available).

Sample assignment: These are com-
plete online courses that could be used
as an independent study option in lieu
of skipping grades. For example, a
fifth-grade student who has consistent-
ly passed the state writing tests at the
highest level might enroll in the online
GTY course "The Process of Writing";
she could work on her online course
assignments while other students are
practicing for the state exams.

Resources:
Secondary-Age Focus

Figment.com

Figment is an online community where
teenagers focus mainly on writing YA
fiction in a variety of popular genres.
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They post their own writings, read oth-
ers' puhlished works, and discuss their
thinking. Students can connect with
other accomplished writers their own
age and join interest groups ("Fig
groups"), interacting with other talent-
ed writers who share similar interests.
This tool is a great resource for stu-
dents who consider writing their
hobby; however, teachers can also set
up class sections online.

Sample assignment: Students who
score high on a grammar pretest might
be allowed to skip the grammar prac-
tice during class, and instead read and
write on figment.com.

Teenink.com

Teens are in control in this online writ-
ing community. Teenink is a teen-driv-
en weh site where students can post
their own short stories or books as
well as read their peers' work. The
best part of this weh site is that it
includes nonfiction as well as fiction
writing. Teens can read and review
music, movies, TV shows, and games.
Teenink also posts academic essays
and publishes a hard-copy magazine.
Various teen-created videos and art are
also posted on the weh site.

Sample ctssignment: Students com-
pleting a unit on editorials and per-
suasive writing might send their writ-
ing to Teenink for possihle national
puhhcation.

WritingKid

Have students who thrive on competi-
tion? WritingKid (http://www
.fundsforwriters.com/writingkid.htm)
is a perfect opportunity to feed a tal-
ented writer's competitive spirit.
WritingKid is a free, informational,
hiweekly newsletter ahout writing con-
tests and other writing opportunities
for teenagers. Unlike other sites, this
newsletter is a resource for 10 current
writing contests. Each contest is differ-
ent and encourages a variety of writing
styles. This organization also invites
guest teen writers to puhlish their work
in the newsletter. This tool is a great
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resource for students who are interest-
ed in entering contests and getting tips
on improving their own writing skills.

Sample assignment: A teacher might
subscribe to WritingKid in order to find
contests and publication opportunities
for his or her students, then post these
opportunities on a hulletin board and
offer extra credit for students who
enter these contests.

NaNoWriMo.org

NaNoWriMo stands for Nadonal
Novel Writing Month (see http://ywp
.nanowrimo.org/), which is a challenge
to write an entire 50,000-word novel in
one month. Although mainly focused
on teens and adults, elementary stu-
dents can also take on the challenge.
The NaNoWriMo youth writing project
includes a place where teachers can
create classes to track their students'

writing progress in this fast-paced proj-
ect. NaNoWriMo authors can also
receive five free paperback copies of
their finished novel through Amazon's
CreateSpace. Students who are gifted
thrive on challenge, and writing a
novel in one month is nothing if not
challenging.

Sample assignment: A social studies
teacher redesigns her Civil War unit
around a challenge to research and
write a historical fiction novel ahout
the Civil War in one month. Abraham
Lincoln, Zombie Killer, anyone?

Resources:
Teens and Their Teachers, Too!

Self-Publishing

One of the major innovations of writ-
ing in the 21st century is the explosion
of print-on-demand weh sites. Before

"one day, Td like
to write a novel.*'

announcing tiie end of the one day novelist.
This November, a group of us are taking part in National Novel
Writing Month. It's a hands-on writing adventure where
everyday people all around the world bash out a 50,000-word
novel in 30 days. No judges or entry fees. Just a whole lot of fun.

We'll be hosting local parties and write-ins throughout the month.
Come join us!

www.nanowrimo.org



these web sites, anyone who wanted
to publish hard copies of their books
had to pay a publishing fee up front,
order a minimum number of copies,
and then sell them. Now, anyone can
upload a manuscript to a self-publish-
ing web site and format it as an
e-book, paperback, or hardback book
for free. Their books are then listed
with major booksellers such as Apple's
iBooks, the Kindle bookstore, and
Amazon.com. Anyone can order a
copy of the book, and there are no
minimum book orders required. The
publisher makes money by taking a
percentage of each book's costs; the
copyright remains with the authors.
These self-publishing tools present a
great opportunity for teachers to create
class anthologies as a final project or
fundraiser. Three popular self-publish-
ing sites include smashwords.com,
lulu.com and createspace.com. Each
site has specific formatting require-
ments for submissions, so it inight be
helpful for the teacher to appoint one
student to format, one student to edit,
and one student to design the cover
art for the book.

Sample assignment: At the end of the
year, students choose the best work
from their portfolio and the teacher
publishes the writing as a class
anthology.

Sample assignment: Students work
together to create a multigenre web site
weaving together fiction and research
papers around the theme of
"Shakespearean Poetry."

Wattpad.com

Wattpad.com is an online writing com-
munity where writers ages 13 and
older post and read each other's work.
It claims to be the largest writing and
reading community, with 3.2 million
stories currently posted. Wattpad also
has a mobile app for smartphones,
iPads, and tablet computers. This
enables talented writers to be connect-
ed to current discussions, their own
writing submissions, or a story they are
reading from various accessible points;
they are not limited just to computer
access.

Sample assignment: Students could
publish their work in Wattpad as either
part of their edititig process or the final
product, as opposed to the traditional
turning in of a paper to the teacher.
This allows them to receive peer feed-
back and discussion to enrich their
writing experience and expertise.

Qiqqa.com

Many students with gifts plan to enter
rigorous college programs, and thus

Using online tools, teacbers can more easily

differentiate opportunities for tbeir talented writers.

Pbv^orks.com

Writing collaboratively can be confus-
ing, as students need to manage multi-
ple drafts of papers, and teachers often
wonder who contributed which pas-
sages. Using Pbworks for education,
students can work in teams of two to
four on a project; as multiple students
edit the project, the web site records
their individual contributions. PbWiki
is free to educators and can be used to
create collaboratively authored reports,
stories, or multimedia web sites.

need to learn how to manage large
amounts of scholarly information.
Oiqqa helps with both note taking and
bibliography creation for research
papers. Writers upload PDFs of schol-
arly journal articles to Oiqqa, then
highlight and annotate these articles as
they read them. Students assign short
codes or "tags" to their notes, and can
go back later and search for all the
notes across all the documents that are
about a specific topic. This method is
much more fun and efficient than

using traditional index cards. Oiqqa
can also be used collaboratively and
helps authors easily generate their bib-
liographies in Microsoft Word.

Sample assignment: High school stu-
dents who are dual enrolled in a col-
lege science class use the college
library and their Oiqqa accounts to
compile a literature review for their
experiment reports.

Final Thoughts

In today's classroom a teacher designs
and implements differing learning
opportunities for students with varying
abilities. These assignments are altered
based on content, process, products,
environment, or assessments (Wine-
brenner, 2000). Using online tools,
teachers can more easily differentiate
opportunities for their talented writers.
For example, general education class-
room teachers can use a "pretest and
substitute" method for using online
resources with students who are talent-
ed writers. First, the student demon-
strates what he or she already knows.
Then, the teacher allows the student to
skip over the homework and classroom
practice that covers those skills.
Finally, the teacher substitutes a proj-
ect that is of interest to the student.
Alternatively, students who have con-
sistently demonstrated their ability to
meet state competency requirements
complete an independent study con-
tract with their teacher. In an inde-
pendent study, the teacher and the
student agree ahead of time on behav-
ioral guidelines, a final assessment,
and check-in points along the way. The
teacher sets up standards for how the
student will be evaluated and the prod-
uct that is expected and then provides
written documentation of these stan-
dards (Winebrenner, 2000). While the
rest of the class works on basic skills
or practicing for the state exam, stu-
dents who have met the competency
requirements write a newspaper article
or book using online resources. Online
resources and peer feedback do not
eliminate the need for teacher structure
and guidance; talented writers working
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on independent projects still benefit
most from interested teachers who
offer both specific praise and descrip-
tive feedback and monitor student
learning (Olthouse, 2012b).

Talented writers require more than
what the general curriculum can pro-
vide. Using Web 2.0 tools, teachers can
promote a writing education that not
only meets 21st-century standards but
also effectively meets the needs of tal-
ented writers. When all students—not
just those who are gifted—feel that
they have ownership in their writings
or pubhcations and have a sense of
belonging to a literacy community, tal-
ent development occurs naturally, mak-
ing the teacher's job easier. When used
wisely. Web 2.0 tools can provide
authentic learning experiences for tal-
ented writers in the general education
classroom.
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